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Cover Photo:
Composite image of FWAS Founder Charlie Mary
Noble as a young woman and this month’s Constellation—Orion. Image created by FWAS member
Shawn Kirchdorfer using Paint Shop Pro and Stellarium.
FYI: The “sky blue” color motif used throughout this
issue is the traditional color for 65th anniversary

Observing Site Reminders:
Be careful with fire, mind all local burn bans!
Dark Site Usage Requirements (ALL MEMBERS):
 Maintain Dark-Sky Etiquette (http://tinyurl.com/75hjajy)
 Turn out your headlights at the gate!
 Sign the logbook (in camo-painted storage shed. Inside the door on the lefthand side)
 Log club equipment problems (please contact a FWAS board member to inform them of any problems)
 Put equipment back neatly when finished
 Last person out:
 Check all doors – secured, but NOT locked
 Make sure nothing is left out
The Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) was founded in 1949 and is a non-profit scientific
educational organization incorporated in the state of Texas. This publication may be copied
and distributed for free only. This publication cannot be uploaded or distributed into any media unless it is in its original, full, unaltered, published form. All rights reserved by FWAS.
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January 2014
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wa r n i n g

Bundle Up!
5

6

7

Wed

Thu

Fri

1

2

3

NM

Born: (1920) Isaac Azimov,
author, (The ‘Foundation’ &
‘Robot’ Series)

Quadrantids Peak

8

9

10

15

16

17

Sat
4

11

FQ
12

13

14

18
Young
Astronomers Meeting
Starts @ 6pm-8pm

1969 - Soviet Soyuz 4 &
Soyuz 5 perform 1st
transfer of crew in
space

1997 - HAL became
operational (2001: A
Space Odyssey)

FM
19

20
Born: (1920) DeForest
Kelley, Dr. McCoy on "Star
Trek: TOS"

21

22

Born: (1930) Edwin E. “Buzz”
Aldrin, astronaut, 2nd person
to walk on moon

26

27

23

24

25

FWAS
Monthly
Meeting
Starts @ 7pm

LQ
28

29

30

31
1961 - Ham is 1st primate in space (158
miles) aboard Mercury/
Redstone 2

1986 - 25th Space
Shuttle (51L)-Challenger
10 explodes 73 sec after
liftoff

NM

See our full FWAS Event Calendar at:
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
for the latest updates on what our club has scheduled
JANUARY 2014
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CELESTIAL EVENTS THIS MONTH













Jan 01 - 05:14, New Moon
Jan 01 - --:
--:--,
--, Venus: 15.9° E of Sun
Jan 01 - 15:00, Moon Perigee: 356900 km
Jan 03 - 13:42, Quadrantid Shower: ZHR = 120
Jan 03 - 23:59, Perihelion: 0.9833 AU
Jan 05 - 13:49, Jupiter Opposition
Jan 07 - 21:39, First Quarter
Jan 09 - 05:26, Moon Descending Node
Jan 11 - 06:25, Venus Inferior Conj.
Jan 12 - 02:36, MoonMoon-Aldebaran: 2.8° S
Jan 13 - 02:14, Moon North Dec.: 19.5° N
Jan 15 - 19:53, Moon Apogee: 406500 km













Jan 15 - 22:52, Full Moon
Jan 23 - 00:29, MoonMoon-Mars: 3.9° N
Jan 23 - 03:22, MoonMoon-Spica: 1.4° S
Jan 23 - 20:55, Moon Ascending Node
Jan 23 - 23:19, Last Quarter
Jan 25 - 08:18, MoonMoon-Saturn: 0.6° N
Jan 27 - 10:31, Moon South Dec.: 19.4° S
Jan 28 - 20:36, MoonMoon-Venus: 2.2° N
Jan 30 - 03:58, Moon Perigee: 357100 km
Jan 30 - 15:38, New Moon
Jan 31 - 03:59, Mercury Elongation: 18.4° E

INTERESTING OBJECTS
Deep Sky* - (C41) The Hyades, (M1) Crab Nebula, (M42) Orion Nebula, (M44) Beehive Cluster, (M45) The Pleiades, (M81) Bode’s Galaxy
Double/Multiple Stars** - Mahasim/Bogardus (θ Aur), Isida/Isis (μ CMa), Wasat (δ Gem), Rasalgethi (α Her), 54 Leo, Alnitak (ζ Ori)
Constellations* - Auriga, Canis Major, Gemini, Hercules, Leo, Libra, Orion
Asterisms*** - Kids (Auriga), Bowtie (Hercules), Winter Triangle (Procyon/Sirius/Betelgeuse)
Lunar Features**** - Maurolycus (R66), Regiomontanus central peak (R55), Alphonsus dark spots (R44), Cauchy region (R36)
*C = Caldwell Catalog / M=Messier Catalog

***Asterisms

****R = Rükl Index Moon Map

Data Sources: Distant Suns (max), Lunar 100 S&T Magazine, Saguaro Astronomy Club, NASA SkyCal, and Sky Events Calendar by Fr ed Espenak and Sumit Dutta (NASA's GSFC)

Key to Geocentric Ephemeris of the Moon: http://astropixels.com/ephemeris/moon/moonkey.html
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Book/Video Reviews
By: Matt McCullar, FWAS

Lifting Titan’s Veil: Exploring the Giant Moon of Saturn
by Ralph Lorenz and Jacqueline Mitton
Lifting Titan’s Veil is an excellent story about a huge, complicated robotic probe that
has visited the jewel of our
solar system, Saturn, and its
largest moon, Titan. It is
written in part by one of the
engineers
who
actually
worked on the spacecraft,
which was built in two parts:
an orbiter named Cassini and
a lander named Huygens.
Oddly, this book was written
after Cassini-Huygens was
launched, but before it actually reached Saturn. So there
are no real images or data
from these probes published
here; those must be found in
another book.

only did he build his own telescope, he also developed
a machine for grinding and polishing the lenses that
used gears to help remove some of the “grunt” work. It
is for Huygens that the landing probe is named. The
orbiter is named after another astronomer from the
1600s, Jean-Dominique Cassini. He discovered a couple
of other Saturnian satellites and was the first to draw
attention to what we now
call the “Cassini Division,”
the dark gap in Saturn’s
rings. (Perhaps, since both
astronomers were Europeans, it should be fitting that
the vast majority of the work
on both probes be done in
Europe.) What would these
men have thought, had they
known that the worlds they
saw through their primitive
telescopes would be visited
by machines named after
them, centuries later?

The fact that Titan has an
atmosphere was discovered
right here in our Great State
of Texas, by Gerard Kuiper at
the McDonald Observatory
during World War II. When
One thing Lifting Titan’s Veil
the Voyager probes visited
mentions really made me
Saturn, flight dynamics prethink: Galileo discovered the
cluded both a close-up view
four large moons of Jupiter,
of Titan and visiting Uranus
but why didn’t he discover
and Neptune; so Voyager 1
Titan? Surely he must have Lifting Titan’s Veil: Exploring the Giant Moon of Saturn
was “sacrificed” to examine
thought that since Jupiter by Ralph Lorenz and Jacqueline Mitton
Titan, which unfortunately
had moons, why shouldn’t Published 2002 by Cambridge University Press
showed nothing to its camerSaturn as well? Perhaps his 260 pages
as but a featureless, orange
telescope wasn’t quite good ISBN 0-521-79348-3
haze. Voyager 2 went on to
enough; he could see
the outer planets, but so imSaturn’s rings, but not with
portant was Titan to astronoenough detail to see them clearly. All Galileo could
mers that had Voyager 1 failed, Voyager 2 would have
make out were strange appendages on either side of
been repositioned to visit Titan and not go on Uranus
the planet and he never realized their true nature. (We
and Neptune.
should count our blessings that we live in this day and
Voyager 1 was able to solve one mystery about Titan:
age; many of us have seen Titan even under Fort
its size. For decades Titan was thought to be the largWorth’s light-polluted skies.) It took a Dutch astrono(Continued on page 10)
mer, Christiaan Huygens, to discover Titan in 1655. Not
JANUARY 2014
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The Once and Future FWAS
By Shawn Kirchdorfer
The following is an article which appeared in the November 1989 issue
of Prime Focus. It pertains the
most detailed history of FWAS
that we have.

and

Fort Worth Astronomical
Society
A History by Dr. Tom Duff
To know the history of the Fort Worth
Astronomical Society, Inc. is to know some
of the history of Dr. Charlie Mary Noble. Charlie Noble was a math teacher at Paschal High
School from 1918 to 1943. She was a math instructor at Texas Christian University from 1943 to
1953. She held degrees from TCU and the University of Texas. She did graduate
work at the University of Chicago and the University of California. She was awarded an honorary LLD degree from TCU. She
taught math and astronomy at
TCU and taught trigonometry
and navigational astronomy to
Air Force pilots at Carswell AFB
during World War II.

instructed
young people in
astronomy in her spare time.
In 1947 she formed the
Junior Astronomy Club.
The young and fledgling
National
Astronomical
League adopted her guidelines for the formation of astronomy clubs for amateurs. In 1956 she
was awarded the very first Annual
Award for Outstanding Achievement in
Astronomy by the National Astronomical League.
The original Noble Planetarium was built on Summit Ave. in Fort Worth by the Fort Worth Junior
League in 1949. The present
planetarium was constructed
and dedicated by the Davis family of Fort Worth in 1955.

In the early days, the Junior Astronomy Club was closely allied
with the Fort Worth Children’s
Museum (as the present Museum of Science and History was
first known). The museum built
She was a remarkable woman
an observatory at the Pate Muand a beloved teacher, who had
seum toward Granbury and
a lasting love for astronomy and
placed a 12 inch telescope at
was instrumental in exposing Charlie Mary Noble and Oscar Monnig sharing a
this site. Rev and Mrs. Jim Gates
friendly exchange at the 1956 ceremony to present her
countless young people in Fort
have been continuing society
and Dr. Harlow Shapley the Astronomical League
Worth and later the entire Award.
members since 1948 or 1949.
country to the fascination of the
The Reverend recalls that Dr.
night skies.
Noble taught astronomy to young people at the
museum, but at that time so many fathers came
In the 1920’s and 1930’s she built a dome and
with their children that an adult society formed
basic constellation planetarium in her backyard
PAGE 6
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(FWAS History—Continued from page 6)

gradually and loosely in the late 40’s and early
50’s. He took an astronomy course at the museum
from Dr. Noble in 1950 that was fully accredited by
TCU. There were approximately 18 other adults in
this class.
Rev. Gates’ recollections of the society are somewhat sketchy through the 50’s and early 60’s. In the
late 1960’s, FWAS met at the ranch of Dr. Don and
Mrs. Barbara Wooster. The Reverend states that at
that time a Col. Parker from Carswell was the secretary and that a Mr. B.W. Haley of Fort Worth was
very active in the society. I’m sure these people
might shed more light on the history of the society
during these years. if some of my information is not
accurate about these times I apologize.
Lynn Early, who was later a member of the FWAS
from 1976 to 1986. He was active as a boy in the
Children’s Museum in the early 1960’s. He worked
some at the Pate Museum site and took astronomy
courses at the museum which required the passing
of gradient tests to advance in the standings within
the society. At what point the society changed from
the Junior Astronomy Club to the Fort Worth Astronomical Society I do not know. This evidently happened sometime around 1950. From the mid
1960’s to the mid 1970’s, the society alternated
between an active society and virtually nonexistent. As to my knowledge, no records were kept
formally, or they were not preserved with the society.
I can be a little more specific in the history after my
joining the society in the fall of 1976. Allow me to
digress briefly to explain why I became associated
with the society. I was an “old salt” seaplane pilot
for the U.S. Navy in the early 1950’s. I navigated the
Pacific six times before satellites and modern Loran
navigational systems. We did this by celestial navigation so I knew the constellations and the 21 maJANUARY 2014

jor navigational stars. But in 1974 my daughter
asked me to point out the Andromeda Galaxy and
to my chagrin I didn’t know where it was. This
launched me on a private astronomical quest of my
own that lasted 12 years. I quickly found Andromeda and pointed it out to her in binoculars, but in so
doing I was exposed for the first time to the
Messier Objects. I bought a 4 1/2 inch reflector and
proceeded to look up 72 of these objects in my
back yard in Arlington. At this point I ran out of
light gathering power and purchased an 8 inch f/4.5
reflector and finished finding the remaining
Messier objects. Light pollution was quickly encroaching on my backyard observatory and I consulted the Fort Worth Museum for help in continuing observations. They referred me to the FWAS.
In 1976 the immediate past president was Bill Williams who had stored the 10 and 12 inch telescopes
in his attic. Bob Bell was the current president in
1976 when I came to the society. We met in the
Fort Worth Water Plant on South Troop 820. About
15 to 20 members of the roster of 60 would show
for the meetings. We moved the scopes to storage
in South Fort Worth in 1976.
Bob Bell was a retired electronics specialist with the
U.S. government. At that time he was teaching an
astronomy class at TCJC south campus. We saw
NASA films and movies and slides but had no active
observing program.
In an effort to enhance the society, Bob asked for
suggestions. My proposal was to find an observing
site where the members could take their scopes to
set up on pads and get away from city lights. (I had
ulterior motives of course). I had looked up all the
Messier objects from my dark backyard in Arlington
but light encroachment was quickly eliminating my
backyard observatory. Bob had informed me that I
had done it all wrong and so I went back through
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(FWAS History—Continued from page 7)

the Messiers in 9 months doing it right and being
accepted into the Messier Club. (It took me 18
months the first time through).
In the early fall of 1976, Ì3b Bell, Charles Phelan,
Tom Rose and myself sat down in a Holiday Inn
coffee shop for a cup of coffee and mapped out w
ha t we needed for a site and how to go about
looking for one.
We investigated several sites south and southwest
of Fort Worth but most were not good for either
accessibility or light pollution. One site on the top
of a mesa out of Glen Rose was satisfactory for light
but was well into a cattle ranch and the owner
wanted far too much money for a lease plus he
worried about gates being left open and losing control of his cattle.
At this time one of our members (Nick Eigsti) mentioned our plight to his neighbor, Alice Craighead
who suggested a site on her 15 acre plot near
Springtown. When we looked at it we knew it was
what we had been looking for. At that time the
skies were very dark at this site. Alice was most
kind and generous to let us lease one comer acre
for a nominal amount. The stipulations were acceptable (be conservation minded on destroying
vegetation, and make some guard against erosion,
plus erecting a fence across the road front of the
entire property and place a gate at our end and
one at the north end for her).
This fence was erected under supervision of Gary
Mueller in the summer of 1977, the site was
cleared, levelled and erosion barriers placed. The
10 inch observatory building was prefabricated in
Bob Bell’s front yard that same summer. We were
given a 10 foot aluminum dome by a gentleman in
North Richland Hills who had had an underground
observatory and was dismantling it. We cut the
PAGE 8

dome in half and took it to south Fort Worth and
stored it until the building was finished. In the summer and early fall of 1977 we finished the foundation, the pier, the dome and had a grand opening
on October 13, 1977. We poured four pads and ran
power to them arid at this time we felt we had
much more than we originally had hoped for.
Plans were started almost immediately for the 12
inch building. The original scope had been built by
F. L. Shuter of San Diego. It was originally on a
Springfield mount. (I do not know the origin of the
10 inch telescope other than originating from General Dynamics members or at least this is my understanding).Mr. Shuter then lived in Weatherford
and donated the 12 inch to the society when he
became debilitated with cancer.
The pier sits on a 3’ by 3’ concrete block separated
from the rest of the floor to cut vibrations. This
block and the foundation were poured November
11, 1978.
The concrete walls were laid by Bob Bell, Gary
Mueller, Jim and Kaye Hutchins, Lynn Early, Tom
and Robert Duff. The dome was cut out of plywood
by Lynn Early and preassembled in his driveway before dismantling and hauling to the site.
The base ring of the dome was assembled and the
inner circle cut at the site with a router. The dome
was then assembled on the ground and hoisted onto the walls by 10 people.
The sun baked off the oil base paint, latex paint,
roofing tar and epoxy coverings over a period of
time. We could never find a suitable covering for
the plywood that wouldn’t crack and peel The original drive system was built by Bob Bell and Gary
Mueller and rebuilt by Gary and Tom Duff three or
four years later to try to eliminate slack in the system (1983).
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Bob Bell suffered a stroke in the spring of 1983
which was devastating to him and the society. He
had contributed absolutely countless hours to the
fabrication and maintenance of the site. He was a
class “A” consummate astronomer. He and Gary
Mueller and myself contributed many many hours
to maintaining the site.
From the outset we were careful who operated the
scopes. We had seen two very nice observatories
destroyed by vandals and incompetent or uncaring
people. The latest of which was the observatory at
Squaw Creed by General Dynamics people which
housed a sixteen inch scope. For this reason the
use of the scopes were denied the freshmen at TCU
and the young people who worked at the Fort
Worth Museum of Science and History. This latter
denial eventually led to a falling out of the society
and the Museum. This over protection of the site
was viewed with mixed feelings in the society It
undoubtedly slowed or stunted growth and expansion of the society, but at the same time, we felt we
had contributed “blood, sweat and tears” to have
the site and did not want it destroyed in the manner of other facilities.
The society was incorporated in 1976 and insurance
was obtained for the protection of liability of the
members since we held public viewings. We oscillated from having large crowds of 50 to 100 people
to having absolutely no one show up for public
viewing. Many times Bob Bell, Gary Mueller and I
would merely drink coffee and visit and never open
the domes on viewing nights and later Gary Mueller
and I went through many of the same type nights.
This was pre-Haley days and interest in astronomy
was not at a very high level. I used this time to look
up 50 selected Herschel objects and 351 galaxies. I
generally worked from midnight or 1 am to dawn
on Friday nights that were moonless.
JANUARY 2014

The winter gave the best viewing but the temperatures were not too conducive for many to join me
at this time. The coldest I have worked the 12 inch
scope was 18 degrees. This is still warm compared
to what some professionals go through on the tops
of the western mountains.
I took over as the chairman of the trustees in May
1983 and served in that capacity till January of
1986. Jim and Kaye Hutchins were presidents of the
society at this time.
I previously spent 10 years associated with Texas
archeology. Then I spent 12 years pursuing some
astronomical goals and thoroughly enjoyed all of
them. I have now moved on to other disciplines,
but I shall always be indebted to the FWAS for
much knowledge and many fond memories. I shall
always be awed by the sight of the night sky.
Editor’s Note: Dr. Duff’s article was originally
written for the first issue of Prime Focus in January
1988. Since that time many new members have
joined the society and we thought it would be a
good idea to run the article again. To update new
members on the latest history of the society: In the
fall of 1988 the lease payment went up on the
Springtown site and put it beyond the society’s
means. Light pollution was also becoming a real
problem and the board of trustees decided this was
the time to look for a new location. FWAS members Bob and Jerry Newman offered 2 acres of their
holdings in Wise County as the new observatory
location. Anyone who has been to the site where
FWAS it now located can attest to the fact that this
is a fine location considering its proximity to Fort
Worth. In the spring of 1989, we poured 20 pads,
each with power and also put up the 10 inch telescope and dome. The 12 inch telescope is in storage until a building is constructed. FWAS now has
120 members!
e
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(Book Review—Continued from page 5)

est satellite in the solar system.
Because Titan’s atmosphere covers
it entirely, astronomers couldn’t be
sure where the haze stopped and
the true surface began. Using the
probe’s radio signals through Titan’s atmosphere, we learned the
truth: Jupiter’s moon Ganymede is
just slightly larger.
Titan is a cold world, hundreds of
degrees below zero. Astronomers
had to make highly educated
guesses about Titan’s hidden surface so they could design the
lander Huygens. “Titan’s atmosphere boasts a cocktail of carbonbased chemicals, including ethane,
acetylene and carbon monoxide,”
say the authors. In essence, Titan’s
surface is covered with liquid hydrocarbons.

“Rather than send a string
of precise instructions on
where to aim [Cassini],
controllers can simply say,
“Point half a degree to

Cassini is so massive that even
NASA’s largest launcher, the Titan
IV, could not project Cassini directly to Saturn. (I saw a mock-up of
this probe in a California museum;
it weighs over five tons and is the
size of a bus.) Launched in 1997,
the craft needed gravity assist flybys of Venus, Earth and Jupiter in
order to reach orbit around Saturn
in 2004. (Lost in the shuffle is the
fact that Cassini took more images
at Jupiter than all previous missions combined.)

the left of Saturn’s

Voyager encounter programming
took months; every instruction
center.” Imagine that – a
had to be planned step by step.
But Voyager encounters were flyGOTO spacecraft!”
bys, and Cassini is an orbital probe
and a great many more instructions have to be planned. To simplify and speed up matters, Cassini
has enough smarts in its on-board
computers to keep track of its own
One of my favorite parts: “Arthur
location and where every other
C. Clarke’s novel Imperial Earth,
important object is around it. Rawritten in 1976, featured the latest ideas about Titan’s
ther than send a string of precise instructions on
surface. Clarke got much of his contemporary inforwhere to aim itself, controllers can simply say, “Point
mation from Carl Sagan. Clarke features a large hydrohalf a degree to the left of Saturn’s center.” Imagine
carbon lake in his story, named Loch Hellbrew. Perthat – a GOTO spacecraft!
haps such a feature will actually be discovered.” It
was! Lakes of ethane and methane were found.
The Pioneer probes carried simple wordless plaques
Many lakes and lakebeds on Titan have already been
with greetings to any creature who might find them.
given names.
Voyagers contained records filled with sounds and imNaturally, you can’t build a huge, complicated machine like this without some problem slipping through
the cracks. Cassini was already on its way when engineers discovered a potential problem with the spacecraft’s radios. “It seems that the receiver on the orbiter and the transmitter on the probe were not set on
the correct frequencies. The only way to solve the
problem turned out to be to modify the Cassini orbiter’s trajectory. By flying past Titan at a higher altitude,
the Doppler shift on the signal will be reduced to a
level the receiver can easily cope with.”
If you have an idea for an article, have astronomical related photos or an astronomy project you’ve done, and
you’d like to share or want to contribute to the newsletter
in any other way, please contact the editor at primefocus@fortworthastro.com or through the club’s Yahoo!
eGroup forum.
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Artist's impression of the Cassini-Huygens
probe (NASA)
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(Book Review—Continued from page 10)

ages of Earth. Cassini carries a DVD-ROM filled with hundreds of
thousands of signatures sent in by people around the world, including those of descendants of Cassini and Huygens themselves.
Cassini has sent back thousands of photos and high-resolution radar images of Saturn and its many moons, and continues to do so
today. (Huygens lasted only a few hours, as per its design.) That
Cassini is still in operation right now is a bonus; it wasn’t really supposed to last this long. If it continues to function, scientists may
end the mission in 2017, perhaps by purposely sending it into Saturn itself. Astronomers are already planning the next generation
of Saturn and Titan probes, perhaps using drones or balloons. It is
absolutely amazing to me that we puny humans were able to make
the giant leap from finding this
tiny dot of light in a homemade
telescope to actually landing a
robot on it, and get pictures back
– all within a few hundred years.
The authors even provide a nice
thank-you to the reader: “Last
but not least, we thank the
American and European taxpayers, without whom there would
be few discoveries to write
about or look forward to.” I have
tronomy-related book, and I like it.

At 08:43 UT, 15 October 1997, a Titan IV-Centaur
rocket was launched from Cape Canaveral
carrying the Cassini-Huygens spacecraft.

never seen anything like this in any other as-

Lots of information, lots of photographs. You get a lot for your money here. But
don’t expect to get through it all in one evening. Good writing style. I particularly
liked the anecdotes from Ralph Lorenz about some of the engineering problems
he worked on.

Giovanni Domenico Cassini
(June 8, 1625 – September 14, 1712)

Very good! 4 rings out of 5. Highly recommended. e

Young Astronomers

W

elcome to 2014 Young Astronomers! This year we have acquired several telescope
kits and will be starting our telescope making workshops to be held over a few YA!
meetings. We hope to start these in February. These will be great opportunities to
help out and earn your ATM badge.

January’s meeting will be all about observing the moon. This January is especially interesting in
that we will have two New Moons in the same month—one on the 1st and the next on the 30th.
Our only natural satellite isn’t just about phases and craters. There are lots of phenomena to observe throughout the month. We’ll cover most of these and have some demonstrations as well.
e
JANUARY 2014
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
GLOBULAR CLUSTER PROGRAM
Observing Experience LEVEL
I N T E R M E D I A T E

O

ne of the most common objects in a galaxy are Globular Clusters (CG). There are about 150-158
known CGs in our Milky Way. They even think there are 10-20 more still yet to be discovered!
If you’ve spent any time observing you’ve almost surely observed M13 in Hercules or M15 in

Pegasus. But that’s just a small taste of what is out there. These giant balls of stars are all over the night
sky and can be logged in a moderately short amount of time if you are diligent.
The Astronomical League Globular Cluster Program is designed to get you to observe and compare globular clusters, and to that end, you can use manual (finder scopes and star hopping techniques), digital setting circles or any other computer aided GOTO systems. This is a visual observing club, hence, observations must be done by the observer, on location at their favorite observing site(s) and with equipment that
is local to the observing site (your own telescope or assets of your astronomy club, including a club's
loaner or observatory telescope, if you belong to a club).
For the Astronomical League's Globular Cluster Program, the observer is required to observe 50 globular
clusters, with at least 1 globular cluster from the Challenge List. This program is completely customizable
to the observer's interests and their equipment. The observer chooses just 50 globulars they are interested in observing from the list of 190 globular clusters listed in the observing guide.
For each globular cluster, the observer needs to record all of the data usually required for Astronomical
League observing programs, along with the concentration class of each object observed. The observing
guide, available for purchase on the AL Bookstore
page, has pages you can copy to help you record
this information.
For a full description of this fascinating and many
other observation programs, check out the Astronomical League’s Observing Programs web page.

PAGE 12
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Constellation of The Month

Orion

V

isible towards the southern
horizon from winter through
spring in the northern hemisphere, Orion is one of the most easily
recognizable and beloved constellations.
By far, the most popular celestial gem
in the constellation of Orion is M42,
The Great Orion Nebula. Although it is
1500 light-years away, M42 is a great
target to view in small telescopes. This
is due not only to its brightness, but
also to its wonderful cloud structure,
which in telescopes takes on a clearly
three-dimensional shape.
Observers new and old come back to
M42 time and time again because of
the wealth of detail visible: pinpoint
stars hang among uncanny, ghostly tendrils of glowing hydrogen that stream
across space for trillions of miles.
Astronomers call M42 a stellar nursery;
when you look at this giant gas cloud
you are seeing what our own solar system might have looked like billions of
years ago. The nebula's reddish coloration (visible only in photographs) betrays the ionized hydrogen that predominates the composition of the
cloud, but carbon monoxide and other
complex molecules have also been detected. When viewed through a large telescope, the cloud takes on a
wonderful greenish hue.
The energy that keeps the nebula glowing so bright comes from the
very hot, young stars in the brightest part of the cloud. Known as the
Trapezium, this formation of four stars (from west to east: A, B, C, and
D) is visible in most backyard telescopes.

The Trapezium in Orion

A fun challenge for amateur astronomers is to "bag" the two 11th
magnitude E and F stars, shown here in green. Their proximity to far
brighter stars makes them difficult to separate on nights of so-so seeing. On great nights, discerning the E and F stars is a good test of your
telescope's optics.

Sources: http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/taurus-constellation/ - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taurus_(constellation) -

(Continued on page 14)

http://www.starrynighteducation.com/sntimes/2009/jan/index.shtml#constellation
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(Continued from page 13)

MORE TARGETS (Constellation of the Month—Orion)
The Horsehead Nebula was made famous from its beautiful photographs – it really does resemble what its name
implies! The Horsehead can be found just below Alnitak (the leftmost/easternmost star in Orion's belt). The
Horsehead is an extremely difficult target for medium aperture telescopes, and requires steady and dark skies to
be seen even in a larger telescope.
A far easier nebular target in the same area can be found above Alnitak: Located above Orion's belt, M78 belongs
to the same large cloud of gas and dust as the main Orion nebula (M42). It has 2 companion nebulae (NGC 2067
& 2071). All 3 are reflection nebulae, and M78 is in fact the brightest reflection nebula. It is visible in binoculars
but best seen through a telescope.
NGC 2022 is a bright planetary nebula: a dying sun peeling off its outer shell. Because planetary nebulae are best
viewed at high magnification, you should start out low (40x) to find the object, and then try 100x and 200x. The
name "planetary" is misleading, as these objects are not planets at all but stars at the end of their life cycle. However, they do look something like cloudy planets, and this fact confused earlier observers whose incorrect naming
convention has stayed with us to this day.
NCG 2174 is a bright but diffuse emission nebula, a cloud of hydrogen gas very close to a young hot star (or multiple stars). In such clouds, energy from the stars heats up the hydrogen to 10,000°K until it glows with the distinctive red color one can see in long-exposure photographs.
Betelgeuse is the only red star in Orion. Not only does this make it easy to identify, it also tells us we are looking
at a giant star.
Betelgeuse (pronounced beetle juice by most astronomers) derives its name from an Arabic phrase meaning "the
armpit of the central one."
The star marks the eastern shoulder of mighty Orion, the Hunter. Another name for Betelgeuse is Alpha Orionis,
indicating it is the brightest star in the winter constellation of Orion. However, Rigel (Beta Orionis) is actually
brighter. The misclassification happened because Betelgeuse is a variable star (a star that changes brightness
over time) and it might have been brighter than Rigel when Johannes Bayer originally categorized it.
Betelgeuse is an M1 red supergiant, 650 times the diameter and about 15 times the mass of the Sun. If Betelgeuse were to replace the Sun, planets out to the orbit of Mars would be engulfed!
Betelgeuse is an ancient star approaching the end of its life cycle. Because of its mass it might fuse elements all
the way to iron and blow up as a supernova that would be as bright as the crescent Moon, as seen from Earth. A
dense neutron star would be left behind. The other alternative is that it might evolve into a rare neon-oxygen
dwarf.
Betelgeuse was the first star to have its surface directly imaged, a feat accomplished in 1996 with the Hubble
Space Telescope.
On the western heel of Orion, the Hunter, rests brilliant Rigel. In classical mythology, Rigel marks the spot where
Scorpio, the Scorpion stung Orion after a brief and fierce battle. Its Arabic name means the Foot.
Rigel is a multiple star system. The brighter component, Rigel A, is a blue super giant that shines a remarkable
40,000 times stronger than the Sun! Although 775 light-years distant, its light shines bright in our evening skies,
at magnitude 0.12.
Telescope observers should be able to resolve Rigel’s companion, a fairly bright 7th magnitude star.
A heavy star of 17 solar masses, Rigel is likely to go out with a bang some day, or it might become a rare oxygenneon white dwarf.
Don’t forget to compare the colors of Betelgeuse and Rigel on your next outing under the stars! e
Source: http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/taurus-constellation/ & http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taurus_(constellation)
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MYTHOLOGY—Orion
In Greek mythology, the hunter Orion was
the most handsome of men. He was the son
of the sea god Poseidon and Euryale, the
daughter of King Minos of Crete. In Homer’s
Odyssey, Orion is described as exceptionally
tall and armed with an unbreakable bronze
club.
In one myth, Orion fell in love with the Pleiades, the seven sisters, daughters of Atlas and
Pleione. He started pursuing them and Zeus
scooped them up and placed them in the
sky. The Pleiades are represented by the famous star cluster of the same name, located
in the constellation Taurus. Orion can still be
seen chasing the sisters across the sky at
night.
In another story, Orion fell in love with
Merope, the beautiful daughter of King Oenopion who didn’t return his affections. One
night, he had too much to drink and tried to force himself on her. The king, enraged, put out Orion’s eyes
and banished him from his land, the island of Chios. Hephaestus felt sorry for the blind, wandering Orion
and offered one of his assistants to guide the hunter and act as his eyes. Orion eventually encountered an
oracle that told him if he went east toward the sunrise, his sight would be restored. Orion did so and his
eyes were miraculously healed.
The constellation Orion has its origins in Sumerian mythology, specifically in the myth of Gilgamesh. Sumerians associated it with the story of their hero fighting the bull of heaven, represented by Taurus. They
called Orion URU AN-NA, which means “the light of heaven.” Their name for the constellation Taurus was
GUD AN-NA, or “the bull of heaven.”
Orion is often shown as facing the attack of a bull, yet there are no myths in Greek mythology telling any
such tale. When describing the constellation, the Greek astronomer Ptolemy describes the hero with a club
and lion’s pelt, both of which are usually associated with Heracles, but there is no evidence in mythology
books of a direct relation between the constellation and Heracles. However, since Heracles, the most famous of Greek heros, is represented by the much less conspicuous constellation Hercules, and since one of
his tasks was to catch the Cretan bull, there are at least hints of a possible connection between the two.
Most myths about Orion’s death involve a scorpion, but the stories differ from one mythographer to another. In one tale, Orion boasted to the goddess Artemis and her mother Leto that he could kill any beast on
earth. The Earth Goddess heard him and sent a scorpion, which stung the giant to death. In another story,
he tried to force himself on Artemis and she was the one who sent the scorpion. In yet another account of
his death, Orion was stung while trying to save Leto from the scorpion. All myths of Orion’s death share the
same outcome: Orion and the scorpion were placed on opposite sides of the sky, so that when the constellation Scorpius rises in the sky, Orion sets below the horizon in the west, fleeing from the scorpion. e

Text Source: http://www.constellation-guide.com/ | Image source: Stellarium
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Newsletter:
The FWAS newsletter, Prime Focus,
Focus, is published monthly. Letters to
the editor, articles for publication, photos you’ve taken, personal
equipment reviews, or just about anything you would like to have
included in the newsletter that is astronomy related should be sent
to: primefocus@fortworthastro.com
Meetings:
FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the month at the
UNT Health Science Center – Research & Education Building, Room
100; 3500 Camp Bowie Blvd; Ft. Worth. Guests and visitors are always
welcome.
Outreach:
Items regarding FWAS Outreach activities, or requests for FWAS to
attend an event, should be sent to: outreach@fortworthastro.com
Young Astronomers:
FWAS’ youth activities (known as YA!) meet on the 3rd Saturday of
every month between 7pm and 9pm (check our calendar for time
changes throughout the year - determined by seasonal sunset times).
This group meets for one hour at the Parkwood Hill HOA Club House 5573 Eastwedge Dr., Fort Worth, TX 76137. YA! Coordinators:
ya@fortworthastro.com
FWAS Annual Dues:
$40 for adults / families & households
$20.00 for students (half(half-price Dec 1 thru May 31); Membership runs
June 1st through May 31st. Please make checks payable to:
Fort Worth Astronomical Society
See our Secretary/Treasurer for more info:
secsec-treas@fortworthastro.com
Cash and checks should be paid inin-person at the next indoor meeting,
or checks can be mailed in the traditional way. Members should
check the eGroup for the latest postal mailing address listed by the
Secretary/Treasurer.
Credit card payments (for existing membership renewals only) can be
made through our PayPal link (private link is on the club’s Yahoo
eGroup – no PayPal account required).
Discount Magazine Subscriptions:
Sky & Telescope, Astronomy, and StarDate (McDonald Observatory)
magazines are available for discounted subscription rates through our
association with the NASA Night Sky Network and the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific. The link can be found on the club’s Yahoo
eGroup. (Members Only)
Astronomical League Membership:
Your FWAS membership gives you associate membership in the Astronomical League. This gives you access to earn various observing
certificates through the AL observing clubs. You also receive their
quarterly magazine, Reflector.
Reflector. AL Observing clubs: http://
tinyurl.com/7pyr8qg
Fort Worth Museum of Science & History Monthly Star Parties:
FWAS, as part of our historical relationship with the Noble Planetarium,
um, participates in the monthly museum star parties by supplying the
telescopes and manning to expose the public to amateur astronomy
as a hobby, and to possibly spark interest in joining our club. This is
an excellent opportunity to socialize with and to get advice or help
with your own equipment from other FWAS members. FWMSH star
party schedule: http://tinyurl.com/bosbwqa
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That’s a Fact!
Betelgeuse is the tenth brightest star in the sky. It
is a red supergiant about 13,000 times brighter
than our sun and over 1000 times larger.
If you placed Betelgeuse in the place of our Sun, it
would extend past the orbit of Jupiter!
Its name is from the Arabic armpit, and is near the
right shoulder of Orion. It is nearing the end of its
life and will soon become a supernova. Betelgeuse
is in the constellation Orion. e

FWAS Meeting Minutes
No general meeting was
held in December 2013
The members-only annual
banquet was held in lieu of a
meeting.

FULL MOON NAME

Jan u a r y
“Full Wolf Moon”
This full Moon
appeared when
Source: OId Farmer’s Almanac
wolves howled in
hunger outside the villages. It is also
known as the Old Moon.
To some Native American tribes, this
was the Snow Moon, but most applied that name to the next full
Moon, in February.
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Saturn—Photo by FWAS member Manny Lois

An H-Alpha Horse that was taken on
Thanksgiving night! Enjoy! The Horse was
my first go at 600 second DSLR subexposures. The H-Alpha was used in another image taken on the same night with
an Epsilon 130D. This is the first time my
H-Alpha was used in an HaRGB image.—
Photo by FWAS member Jerry Kieth

This is the Double Cluster in
Perseus Taken in October
2013. XSi camera with 8" f/3.9
newt. DSS stack of 20x 60sec
iso800. Processed and
cropped with Paint Shop Pro.
—Photo by FWAS member
Ben Hudgens.

Have an interesting photo you’ve taken of the sky? Discovered a technique and want to show the results to fellow FWAS members? Submit your photos to primefocus@fortworthastro.com or send them in the Yahoo! eGroup to the attention of the newsletter editor. Your participation in showing off your personal astrophotography is greatly appreciated by all FWAS members.
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